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a universal word are held by Wittgenstein to\pe nonsense, because
he does not consider the correct formulation of syntactical sentenceg
to be possible.

The use of unioersal asords in questions in connection with one of
the w...  interrogatives ( 'what' ,  'who',  'where',  'which',  etc.)
is akin to their use in universal and existtntial sentences. Here
a16o, in translation. into a symbolic language, the universal word
determines the choice of the kind of variable. A yes-or-no ques-
tion demands either the affirmation or the denial of a certain sen-
tence 61, that is to say, the assertion of either 61 or - 6r.

fExample : The question " Is the table round ? " requires us to
assert in answer either: "the table is round" or: "the table is not
round."] As contrasted with this, a w...  question demands in
reference to a certain sentential function the assertion,of a closed
full sentence (or sentential framework). In a symb{ic question,
the genus of the arguments requested is determined b|{re kind of
the argument variables. In the word-languages this gehus is in-
dicated by means either of a specific w... interrogative (such as
'who', 'where',  'when') or of an unspecif ic w,..  interrogative
(such as 'what', 'which') with an auxiliary universal word. Hence
here alsothe universal word is, so to speak, an index to a variable.

Examples: r . Suppose I want to ask someone to make an assertion
of the form " Charles was - in Berlin", where a time-determination
of which I am ignorant but which I rvish to learn from the assertion
is to take the place of the dash. Now the question must indicate by
some means that the missing expression is to be a time-determina-
tion. If symbols are used this can be effected by giving a sentential
function in which in the place of the argument a variable '!', which
is established as a temporal variable, occurs. [To synbolize the
question, r:he variable whose argument is requested must be bound
by means of a question-operator, e.g. ' ( ? r) (Charles was t in Berlin)'.l
In the word-language the kind of argument requested is made kndwn
either by means of the specific question-word 'when' (" When was
Charles in Berl in?") or by means of the universal word ' t ime'or
'temporal point' attached to an unspecific question-word ("At
what time was Charles in Berlin ? "),

z. I wish to ask someone to make me an assertion of the form
" Charles is - of Peter", rvhere a relation-word is to take the place
of the dash ( ' father' ,  ' f r iend',  ' teacher' ,  or the l ike). The symbolic
formulation of this question,. by means of the relational variable , R ',
is: '( ? R) (R (Charles, Peter))'. Its formulation in the word-language
by means of the addit ion of the universal word'relat ion'to an
unspecific question-word is: " What relation is there between
Charles and Peter ? "
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5ZZ. UNrvnnsel Wonos rN THE Merrnrel
Mopn oF SpEEcH

In the first use of the universal word, which we have up to now
been discussing, it appears as an auxiliary symbol determining the
genus of another expression; it was found that, if in place of this
other expression a symbol indicating its own genus \ryas introduced,
then the uqiversal word could be dispensed with. As opposed
to tlris, in the second use the unioersal word appears as an inde-
pendent erpres$on, which in the simplesf form occupies the place
ofthe predicate in the sentence in question. Sentences ofthis kind
belong to the natrial mode of speech; f.or a universal word is here
a quasi-syntactical predicate; the correlated syntactical predicate
is that which designates the appertaining expressional genus.

fExample: 'numbert is a universal word because it belongs ana-
lytiglly to- all the objects of a genus of objects, namely, that of the
numbers; the correlated syntactical predicate is 'numerical ex-
pression' (or 'number-word'), since this applies to all expressions
which designate a number. The sentence " Five is a number" is a
quasi-syntactical sentence of the material mode of speech; a corre-
lated syntactical sentence is " ' Five' is a number-word ".l

S entenc e s with unio er s aI

words

(Material mode of speech)

17 a. The moon is a thing ; five
is not a thing, but a number,

Syntactical sentences

(Formal mode of speech)

r7 D. 'Moon' is a thing-word
(thing-name); ' f ive' is not a
thing-word, but a number-word.

In 17a, as contrasted with sentences like "the thing moon...",
" the number five...", the universal words 'thing' and 'number' are
independent.

18a. Apropertyisnot athing. I  t8D. An adjective (property-

I word) is not a thing-word.

That the formulation r8a is open to objection is shown by the
following consideration, r8a violates the ordinary rule of types.
This comes out particularly clearly when an attempt is made to
formulate it symbolically, either by means of '(F)(Prop(F)c -
Thing(F)) '  or by means of ' ( lc) (Prop(r)o -Thing(r)) ' ;  in the
first case, 'Thing(.F) ' ,  and in the second case'Prop(x) ' ,  is incon-
sistent with the rule of types. Therefore, if I8a is admitted as a
sentence (it makes no difference whether true or false), by the usual
syntax of logistics Russell's antinomy can be constructed. If this is
to be avoided, special complicated syntactical rules are necessary.
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r9a. Friendship is a relation.

eoa. Friendship is not a pro-
perty.

r9l, 'Friendship'
tion-word.

,zob. 'Friendship'
ptoperty-word.

is a rela-

is not a

r94 corresponds to the sentential form used by Russell
'... e Rel'; the analogous symbolic formulation of. zoa would, how-
ever, violate the rule of types. On th{ other hand, the corielated
sentences of the formal mode of speedh, r9D and ?ob, are, even
without any epecial preliminary adjustrnents, of the eame kind and
equally correct. In contrast with the pseudo-object-sentence r9d,
a sentence of the form "Friendship ens'ues if,..", for instance, is a
genuine object-sentence, and therefore not a sentence of the material
mode of speech.

It is frequently said that the rule of types (even the simple one)
restricts the expressiveness of a language to an inconvenient extent,
and that one is often tempted to use formulations which would not
be allowed by it. Such formulations, hoq(ver, are often (like the
examples given) only pseudo-object-salences with universal
words. If, in such cases, instead of the object-terms which one
would like to, but must not, combine, one uses the correlated syn-
tactical terms, the restrictive effect of the rule of types disappears.

Independent universal words appear very often in philosophical
sentences, in the logic of science as well as in traditional philo-
sophy. Most of the examples of philosophical sentences which will
be given later belong to the material mode of specch by reason of the
employment of independent univereal words.

5 28. CorvrusroN rN PHrI.osopHy CAUsED By rHE
Mernnrer Moon oF SpEEcH

The fact that, in philosophical writings-even in those which are
free from metaphysics-obscurities so frequently arise, and that in
philosophical discussions people so often find themselves talking
at cross purposes, is in large part due to the use of the material
instead of the formal mode of speech. The habit of formulating in
the material mode of speech causes us, in the first place, to deceive
ourselves about the objects of our own investigations: pseudo-
object-sentences mislead us into thinking that we are dealing with
extra-linguistic objects such as numbers, things, properties, ex-
periences, states of affairs, space, time, and so on; an8 the fact that,
in reality, it is a case of language and its connections (such as
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numerical expressions, thing-designations, spatial co-ordinates,
etc,) is disguised from us by the material mode of speech. This fact
only becomes clear by translation into the formal mode of sPeech'
or, in other words, into syntactical sentences about language and
linguistic expressions.

Further, the use of the material mode of speech gives rise to
obscurity by employing absolute concepts in place of the syn-
tactical concepts which are relative to language. With regard to
every sentence of syntax, and consequently every philosophical
sentence that it is desired to interpret as syntactical, the lan-
guage or kind of language to which it is to be referred must be
stated. If the language of reference is not given, the sentence is
incomplete and ambiguous. Usually a syntactical sentence is in-
tended to hold in one of the following ways:

r. for all languages;
z. f.or all languages of a certain kind;

/ 3..for the current language of science (or of a sub-domain of
science, such as physics, biology, etc.);

4. for a particular language whose syntactical rules have been
stated beforehand;

5. for at least one language of a certain kind;
6. for at least one language in general;

7. for a language (not previously stated) which is proposed as a
language of science (or of a sub.domain of science);

8. for a language (not previously stated) whose formulation and
investigation is proposed (apart from the question whether it is to
serve as a language of science or not).

If the formal syntactical mode of speech is used, then linguistic
expressions are being discussed. This makes it quite clear that the
language intended rnust be stated. In the majority of cases, how-
ever, even if the language is not expressly named, it will be under-
stood from the context which interpretation (say, of those just

gived) is intended. The use of. the material mode of speecft leads, on
the other hand, to a disregard of the relatioity ta language of philo-

sophical sentencesi it is responsible for an errofl.eous conception of
philosophical sentences as absolute. It is especially to be noted that
the statement of a philosophical thesis sometimes (as in interpreta-
tion 7 or 8) represents not an assertion but a suggestebz. Any dis-
pute about the truth or falsehood of such a thesis is quite mistaken,
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special primitive kind of objects. I are expressions o\he zero-level.

Let us assume that a logicist holds thesis zr4, aN a formalist
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a mere empty battle of words; we can at mosd discuss the utility of
the proposal, or investigate its consequences. But even in cases
where a philosophical thesis presents an assertidq, obscurity and-
useless controversy are liable to arise through the possibility of
several interpretations (for instance, r to 6). A few examples may
serve to make this clear. (For the sakd of brevity, we shall formu-
late these sample theses in a more elementary manner than would
be done in an actual discussion.)

Philosophical sentences I Syntactical smtences
(Material mode of speech) i (Formal mode of speech)
2ra. Nuntbers are classes of I ztb, Numerical expressions

classes of things. I are class-expressions of the
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speech and agree as to which of the interpretations r to 8 is intended
for sentences 4b and z4b,

z5a. A thing is a complex of
sense-data.

z6a. A thing is a complex of
atolns.

z5 b. Every sentence in which
a thing-designation occurs is
equipollent to a class of sen-
tences in which no thing-desig-
nations but sense-data designa-
tions occur.

z6 b. Every sentence in which
a thing-designation occurs is
equipollent to a sentence in
which space-time co-ordinates
and certain descriptive functors
(of physics) occur.

Suppose that a positivist maintains thesis z5 a, and a realist thesis
z6a. Then an endless dispute will arise over the pseudo-question of
what a thing actually is. If we transfer to the formal mode of speech,
it is in this case possible to reconcile the tlvo theses, even if they are
interpreted in the sense of 3, that is, as assertions about the whole
languagg of science, For the various possibilities of translating a
thing-sCntence into an equipollent sentence are obviously not in-
compatible with one another. The controaersy between positiaism and
rcalistit is an i.dle dispute about pseudo-theses wltich owes its origiri en-
tirely to the use of the nnterial mode of speech.

Here again we want to emphasize the fact that it does not follow
from the given examples that all sentences of the material mode of
speech are necessarily incorrect, But they are usually incomplete.
Even this does not prevent their correct use; for in every domain
incomplete, abbreviated modes of speech may frequently be em-
ployed with profit. But the examples show how important it is in
using the material mode of speech, especially in philosophical dis-
cussions, to be fully aware of its character, so as to be able to avoid
the dangers inherent in it. As soon as, in a discussion, obscurities
and doubts of the kind here described arise, it is advisable to
translate at least the principal thesis involved in the controversy
into the formal mode of speech, and to render it more precise by
stating whether it is meant as an assertion or as a suggestion,
and to which language it refers. If the exponent of a thesis
refuses to make these statements concerning it, the thesis is in-
complete and therefore ineligible for discussion.

thesis zza. Then between these twb there can be endless fruitless
discussion as to which of them is right and what numbers actually
are. The uncertainty disappears as soon as the formal mode of
speech is applied. First of all, theses zr a and zza should be trans-
lated into zr D and zzb. But these sentences are not yet complcte,
because the statement of the language intended is lacking. Various
interpretations-such, for instance, as those mentioned previously-
are still possible. Interpretation 3 is obviously not intended. Under
interpretation r both parties would be wrong. Under the minimum
interpretation, 6, both would be right, and the controversy would be
at an end; for it is possible to construct a language of arithmetic
either in such a way that zr D is true or in such a way that 22 b is true.
Perhaps, however, the two disputants agree that they intend their
theses as proposals in the sense of 7, for instance. In that case, the
question of truth or falsehood cannot be discussed, but only the
question whether this or that form of language is the more ap-
propriate for certain purposes.

z3 a. Some relations belong to
the primitive data.

z4a, Relations are never primi-
tive data, they depend upon the
properties of their members.

4b. Some two- (or more-)
termed predicates belong to the
undefined descriptive primitive
symbols.

z + b. All two- and more-rermed
predicates are defined on the
basis of the one-termed predi-
cates.

In tlre case of theses z3 a and z4 a, discussion is again fruitless and
dehrded until the disputants pass over to the form'al mode of
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)
$ Zq. PHtr,osopnrcer SnNTBNcES rN run Mnrpnrnl

AND rN rHp Fonnrel IVIonn on Spancs

We will now give a series of fyrther examples of sentences in the
material mode of speech, together witir their transnations into the
formal mode. These are sentences such as commonly occur in
philosophical discussions, sometimes in those of the traditional
sort, sometimes in investigations which are already expressly
oriented in accordance with the logic of science. [For the sake of
brevity, the sentences are, to a aertain extent, formul.ated in a
simplified way.I These illustrative sentences (as'plso those of $ 78)
have not, for the most part, the simple form of {hose for which we
formulated the criterion of the material mode o/speech in an earlier
section. But they have the general feature which is characteristic
of the material mode of speech; they speak about objccts of some
kind, but in such a way that it is possiblc to con$trucl: corrt:lirtc:r.l
scntcnces of t ltc fortnlt l rtrotlt: o[t,.1lt,ct:I l wlrit: lr rn:rltc <rrrtr:strrorrrl in1l
i rs$r. : r ' t iorrs uborr t  t l r r :  < lcsi lgtr : t l iorr : r  u l :  { l r r :sr :  o l r j r : r ' t l r^  l i i r r r r :  l l r r :
ot i l l i r r r r l  scntc l tcc,  i t t  utost  ( : i ts( : l - , ,  ( ' :u l ) ( ) l  l l r j  turr l r t ' r ; loor l  r rn ivcr ' ; t l ly ,  ; ,

p l r r t icrr l i r r  I t l l ts l : t t i t l r t  i r t t r l  t l t t :  l i r t r t t i t l  t t tor l t 'o l  s | r : r : r ' l r  r ' :urrrol  r r r i

vocir l ly  l l t :  g iv<:n; i t  carrnot cvct t  l l r :  st i r tcr l  wi t l r  cr : t t : r i r t ty t l rut  l l r l

sol l t( :ucc in r lrrcst ir lrr  is a trf t lst: t tclo-ol.r. icr: t-slorttcrrct:  l rrr l ,  l r t :rrrr: ,  rr

scntcl lcc of the rnaterial rnorlc o1' spccch. 'n' l rr :  t t :anul:r l iorr 1, i ivr 'n
Ircrt:  is accr:rcl ingly no more than a suggcstion arrr l  is irr  n(r r/v,ry

bin<l ing. I t  is the i :ask of anyone who wishcs to rn:r irr tnirr l l r<:

philosophical thes,is in question to int<:rpret it by [r':rnulrr{.ing it

into an exact sentence. This latter rnay "ott glinrc:s lir: ir gr;rruint:

object-sentence (that is to say, not a qriasi-syntar:l:it:irl scntcn<.:a:) ;
and, in that case, no material mode of speer:h oc(.:1.itr'lr. f)therwis,c. il:

must be possible to give the interpretation by rneans of transla{:i,orr

into a syntactical sentence. 'lfhe syntactical sentcnccs ,oF the .fol-

lowing examples--iike those cf the preceding ones*-nurst furtli.,ri

be completed by stating the language r.vhich is referred to; .ronr

this staternent it can then be seen whether the; sentence is an

assertion or a proposal, e.g" a nevr rule. We havr: ornitted these

statements in the examples which fcllow, because as a n-lle it is

impossibie to obtain them. univocally from. the philosophical sen-

tences of the rnateriaL mode of speech. flFtrere, as in the earlier
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examples, it obviously mahes no difference to our investigations
whether the illustrative senrences are rrue or not.l

A.. Generalities (about things, properties, f:rcts, and so on). [{ere
belong also Examples 7, g, r7-zo.

Philosophical sentcnces

(Material mode of speech) I

z7 a. A property of a thing-
property is not itself a thing-
property.

z8a. A property cannot pos-
sess another property. (.As op-
posed to z7 a.)

zga. The world is the totality
of facts, not of things.

3oa. A fact is a combination
of objects (entities, things),

3ra. I f  I  know an object,
then I also l<now all tha possi-
bilitics oi its occurrcnr:c in l'lcts.

3za, Ic l r :nt i ty is not u r t , l l r t iorr
[rt : twt:t :r  r  olr jccts.

332r, ' l ' l r is circurnstarrcc (or:
f'act, proccus, conclition) is logi-
cal ly neccssary; . . . logical ly im-
possible (or: inconceivable); , . .
logically possible (or: conceiv-
able).

34a, This circumstance (or:
fact, process, condition) is really
(or: physically, in accordance
with natural laws) necessary; ...
really impossible; ...really pos-
sible.

3Sa. The circumstance (or
fact, process, condition) C1 is a
logically (or really) necessary
condition for the circumstance
c2.

Syntactical scillences

(Irolmrrl mode of spcech)

27 b. A 2pr is not a rpr.

z8b. There is no pr of a Ievel
higher than the first. (As op-
posed to z7 &.)

zgb. Science is a system of
sentences, not of names.

3o6. A sentence is a series of
symbols.

3 r 6, If the genus of a symbol
is given, t tren al l  the possibi l i t ics
of its oct;trrrcncc in scntenccs urc:
i t lso givt ' l r .

3z|.  ' l 'hc symbol of  ident i ty
rs l)ot :r  t l r :scl ipt ivc symbol.

Tb. ' . I . 'his sentence ls ana-
lyt ic;  . . .contradictory;  . . .not
contradictory.

34b. This sentence is val id;

". .contraval id; . . .not contra-
valid.

35 b. 6r is an l--consequence
(or a F-consequence, respec-
tively) of 6r.

Sorrtr :nt :< 'e zgi l  t t t  32(r  (x)rn. .  l i r r r r r  Wit tgclrst .c in.  Simi lar ly many
ol l tct  t r : t r tctrcr :s of  l r is  wlr i r :h:r t  l i rs l :  apl tcar obscure become clcar
wlr t : t r  l rurrs lntccl  i l r to l : l tc  l i r t ' l r ru l  r r rodr:  oI  srrccch.

33 a to 35 a are sentences of modality ; see $ 69.
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36a, A property of a) object
c is called an essential (or: in-
ternal) property of c, if it is in-
conceivable that c should not
possess it (or: if c necessarily
possesses it); otherwise it is agr
inessential (or : extemal) properft .
(Correspondingly for a relation.)

36b. pt; is called an analytic
(or, if desired: an essential or
internal) predicate in relation
to arA object-designqtion ?[, if
pr, (!Ir) is analytic. (Co-rrespond-
ingly for a two- or more-termed
predicate.)

The uncertainty of the formulation 36a is shown by the fact that
it leads to obscurities and contradictions, Let us take as the object
c, for example, the father of Charles, According to definition 36a,
being related to Charles is an essential property of c, since it is in-
conceivable that the father of Charles should not be related to
Charles, But being a landowner is not an essential progerty of the
father of Charles. For, even if he is a landowner, it fy'conceivable
that he might not be one. On the other hand, beingh landowner is
an essential property of the owner of this piece <iI land. For it is
inconceivable that the owner of this piece of land should not be a
landowner. Now, however, it happens to be the father of Charles
who is the owner of this piece of land. On the basis of definition
36a, it has just been proved that it is both an essential and not an
essential property of this man to be a landowner. Thus 36a leads
to a contradict ion; but 36D does not, because' landowner' is an
analytic predicate in relation to the object-designation 'the owner of
this piece of land', but it is not an analytic predicate in relation to
the object-designation 'the father of Charles'. Hence the fault of
definition 36a lies in the fact that it is referred to the one objectin-
stead of to the object-deignations,wl'tich may be difterent even whert
the object is the same.

This example shows (as will easily be confirmed by a closer in-
vestigation) that the numerous discussions and controversies about
external and internal profaties and relntions are idle, if, as is usual,
they are based on a definition of either the form indicated or one re-'
sembling it, or, at anyrate, on one which is formulated in the material
mode of speech. [Such investigations are especially to be found in
the work of Anglo-Saxon philosophers, and it was through them
that Wittgenstein, although it is to him that we owe the detection of
many other pseudo-questions, was himself misled into enquiries of
this nature. ] If instead of the usual sort of definition, a definition in
the formal mode is given, then the situation in these commonly dis-
puted cases becomes unambiguous, and moreover so simple that no
one can any longer be tempted to raise philosophical problems about it.

B. The so-called philosophy of nurnber; Iogical analysis of arithmetic.

Here belong also Examples ro, 17, 2r, and 22.

37 a. God preated the natural I SZ b. The natural-number
numbers (integers); fractions I symbols are primitive sl.rnbols;
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the fractional expressions and
the real-number expresoions are
introduced by definition.

38 D. The natural number ex-
pressions are not primitive sym-
bols (as opposed to 37b); only
'0 '  and' l '  are pr imit ive sym-
bols; an 6t has the form nu or
6tl .  (Languages I and IL)

39b. A pr21, to which certain
structural properties (density,
continuity, etc,) are attributed in
the axioms, is a primitive slnn-
bol. The arguments which are
suitable to prl-they are expres-
sions of the zero-level-are
called real-number expressions.

4ob. A pr2r, to which certain
structural properties (namely,
those of a part-whole relationof a
certain kind) are attributed in the
axioms, is aprimitivesymbol. An
$ul whose arguments are natural-
number expressions and whose
value-expressions are suitable as
arguments to p11 is called a real-
numberexpression. [Aso-called
creative sequence of selections is
then represented by an $u1; see
p.r48.I

39a and 404 present (in a simplified formulation) the antithesis
between the usual mathematical conception of the continuwn of real
numbers, based on the theory of aggregates, and the intuitionist con-
ce|tion of the continuum represented by Brouwer and Weyl, wlrrich
rejects the former as atomistic. 3gb and 4ob may be interpreted as
suggestions for the construction of two different calculi.

C. Problems of the so-called gioen or prirnitioe data (epistemology,
phenomenology); logical analysis of the protocol sentences.

Here belong also Examples z3 and 24,

and real numbers, on the other
hand, are the Work of man.
(Kronecker.)

38 a. The natural numbers are
not givenl only an initial term of
the process of counting and the
operation of progression from
one terrn to the next are given;
the other terms are created pro-
gressively by means of this
opefation.

3ga. The mathetnatical con-
tinuurn is a series of a certain
structure; the terrns of the series
are the real nu.mbers.

4oa, The mathematical con-
tinuum is not composed of
atomic elements, but is a whole
which is analysable into ever
further analysable sub-intervals.
A real number is a series of in-
tervals contained one inside the
othpr.

4r a. The only primitbe data
are relations between experi-

4rb. Only two- or more-
termed predicates whose argu-
ments belong to the genus of the
experience-expressions occur as
descriptive primitive symbols.

ences.
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42b. A descriptive atomic
sentence consists of a time co-
ordinate, fivo space co-ordinates
and a colour 

Tnression.

43 D. Symbols of sense-quali-
ties, such as colour-symbols,
smell-symbols, etc., belong to
the descriptive primitive sym-
bols.

44b. A colour-exprgssion
consists ofthree co-ordinates ; thq
values of each co-ordi4ate form a
serial order accordift' to syn-
tactical rules; oqlthe basis of
these syntactical nhes, therefore,
the colour-expressions consti-
tute a three-dimensional order.

45 6. The colour expressions
are not compound; they are
primitive symbols; further, a
symmetrical, reflexive, but not
transitive, prB to which the
colour-expressions are suitable
as arguments, occurs as a primi-
tive symbol; the theorem of the
three-dimensionality of the order
determined by this pr is P-
valid.

The much-disputed philosophical question as to whether the
knowledge of the three-dimensionality of the colour-pyramid is a prioi
or empirical is thus, by reason of the use of the material mode of
speech, incomplete, The answer is dependent upon the form of the
language,
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D, The so-called natural philosophy; logical analysis of the natural
sciences.

Here belong also Examples rr, 25, and 26.

+2a. A temporiileries of
visual fields is given as irimitive
data; every visual field is a two-
dimensional system of positions
which are occupied by colours.
(As opposed to 4r a.)' 

43r. Th"."nsl-qualities,sucd
as colours, smells, etc., belong to
the primitive data.

44a. The fact that the system
of colours arranged according to
similarity (the so-called colour-
pyramid) is three-dimensional, is
known a priori (or: is to be ap-
prehended by intuition of es-
sence; or: is an internal property
of that arrangement).

4Sa. The colours are not
originally given as nrembers of
an order, but as individuals; an
empirical relation of eimilarity
exirts befwcen them, however,
on thc bosis of which the colotrrs
con bc arronged empirically in a
thrcc-dimensional order.

46 a, Ev.ery colour possesses
three components: colour-tone,
saturation, and 

-intensity (or:
colour-tone, white-content, and
black-conterrt).

47 a, Every colour is at a place,

48 a. Every toie has a certain
pitch.

46 b, Every colour-expression
consists of three partial expres-
sions (or: is synonymous with an
expression composed in this
way): one colour-tone expres-
sion, one saturation-expression,
and one intensity-expression.

47b, A colour-expression is
always accompanied in a sen-
tence by a place-designation.

48b. Every tone-expression
contains an expression of pitch.

5o a. Time is one-dimensional ;
space is three-dimensional.

5r a. ,Time is infinite in both
directions, forwards and back-
wards.

S2a. Every process is uni-
vocall;r determined by its causes.

53 a. The position and velo-
city of a particle is not univocally
but only probably determined by
a previous constellation of par-
ticles.

5o 6. A time-designation con-
sists of one co-ordinate; a space-
designation consists of three co-
ordinates.

5r D. Every positive or nega-
tive real-number expression
can be used as a time-co-
ordinate.

52b, For every particular
physical sentence 6, there is, for
any time-co-ordinate ?I, which
has a smaller value than the
time-co-ordinate which occurs in
6r, a class S, of particular sen-
tences with ?I1 as time-co-
ordinate, such that 6, is a P-
consequence of .ft1.

Sf b. trf 91 is a particular sen-
tence concerning particles and
!I, a time-co-ordinate of smaller
value than that which occurs in
6r, then 6, is not a P-conse-
quence of a class of such sen-
tences with lI1 as time-co-
ordinate, however comprehen-
sive, but only a probability-
consequence ofsuch a class with
a coefficient of probability smal-
ler than r.

, The opposition between the determinislz of classical physics and
the probability determination of quantum physics concerns a syn-
tactical difference in the system of natural laws, that is, of the p-rules
of the physical language (already formulated or still to seek); this is
shown by the two following examples.

20-2
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$ 8o. Tnn DINcERS oF tsn Mernnr.*r, Moor
or Spnnur '. (

If we wish to characterize tB> material mode of speech by one

general term, we may say, for inst4nce, that it is a special kind of

trawposedmode of speech. By a transposed mode of speech we mean

one in which, in order to assert sonrething about an object d, some-

thing corresponding is asserted about an object D which stands in a

certain relation to the object a (this does not pretend to be an elact

definition). For example, every metaphor is a transposed mode of

speech; but other kinds also occur frequently in ordinary-bngu"g.

-far more frequently than one may at first believe,-The use of a

transposed mode of speech can easily lead to obscuritieb; but when

systematically carried into effect, it ie non-contradictory.

Examples of diffcrcnt kinda of transposed mode of speech.
r, An art i f ic ial exomplc. Tho term'marg€'(as a term paral lel to
'largc') ic introduccd by means of the following rule: if a place has
morc thnn ro,ooo inhabitante, then we shall say that the place D,
whoro nrnre preccder that of a in the alphabetical list of places, is
milrgo. A rulc of. thie kind can be carried into effect without any
contrndictionl for instance, according to it, thi place Berlichingen is
morge, uince, in the alphabetical list of places, its name is followed
by 'llcrlin'. The definition seems absurd, since it makes no dif-
fcrcnce to the properties (in the ordinary sense) of a place whether
it is marge or not. But the same thing holds for the ordinary
mateiial mode of speech also (see below, Example 5), even (as one
finds on examination, in opposition, of course, to the view commonly
held) for Examples z, 3, and 4. z. According to the ordinary use
of language, a man is called famous if other people make asser-
tions of a certain kind about him. 3. According to the ordinary use
of language, an action a of a certain person is called legal crime if. the
penal law of the country in which that person lives places the de-
scription of a kind of action to which a belongs in the list of crimes.

4. According to the ordinary use of language, an action a of a certain
person is called a moral critne if, in the minds of the majority of other
persons, the thought qf someone (but not themselves) committing
an action of this kind calls forth the feeling of moral indignation.

5. According to the ordinary use of language, it is said of a city (for
instance, of Babylon; see the example in 5 Z+) that it has been
treated of in a certain lecture (material mode of speech) if a designa-
tion of the city has occurred in this lecture. For the qualities (in the
ordinary sense) of the city in question, it is not of the least importance
whether it has the property of having been treated of in yesteiday's
lecture or not, This property is therefore a transposed property.
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The material mode of speech is a transposed mode of speech.
In using it, in order to say something about a word (or a sentence)
we say instead something parallel about the object designated by
the word (or the fact described by the sentence, respectively). The
origin of a transposed mode of speech can sometimes be explained
psychologically by the fact that the conception of the substituted
object b is for some'feason more vivid and striking, stronger in
feeling-tone, than the conception of the original object a. This is
the case with the material mode of speech. The image of a word
(for instance, of the word 'house') is often much less vivid and
lively than that of the object which the word designates (in the
example, that of the house). Further, the fact, which is perhaps a
consequence of the psychological fact just mentioned, that the
approach and method of syntax have hitherto not been sufficiently
known, and that, in consequence, the majority of the necessary
syntactical terms have not been a part of ordinary language, may
have contributed to the orlgin of the rnaterial mode of speech. For
this reason, instead of saying: "The sentence la has three books,
6 hastwo books, and aandb together have seven books'is contra-
dictory ", we say: " It is irnpossible (or inconceivable) for a to have
three books; D two books, and a and D together seven books"; or
(which has an even stronger resemblance to an object-sentence):
"If a has three books, and D two, then a and 6 together cannot
possibly have seven books," People are not accustomed to direct
their attention to the sentence instead of the fact; and it is ap-
parently much more difficult to do so. In addition, there is the
circumstance that, in ordinari language, we have no syntactical
expression which is equivalent in meaning to 'contradictory'n
while the quasi-syntactical expression 'impossible' is ready to
hand.

How difficult it is even for scientists to adopt the syntactical point
of view, that is to say, to pay attention to the sentences instead of to
the facts, is shown especially clearly in the typical misunderstand-
ings which one encounters again and again in discussing logical
questions even with scientists, and still more with philosophers.
For instance, when we of the Vienna Circle criticize, in accordance
with out anti-metaphysical view, certain sentences of metaphysics
(such as: " There is a God ") or of metaphysical epistemology (such
as: " The external world is real ") we are interpreted by the majority
of our opponents as denying those object-sentences and conse-
quently affirming others (such as: " There is no God " or: " The ex-
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ternal world is not rdal';, etc.). These misunderstandings are always
occurring in spite of the fact that we have already explained them
many times (see, for instance, Carnap fSchei4probleme]' Schlick
fPositivismus'J, Carnap lM*a4hysihl), qnd are (onstantly pointing
out that we are not talking about the (supposititious) facts, but about
the (supposititious) sentencest in the mode of expression of this
book: the thesis maintained by us is not an object-sentence but a
syntactical sentence.

The suggestions we have given are intended only to throw light

upon, and not by any means to answer, the question ofthe qeycho-
.logical explanation of transposed modes of speech in general, and

of the material mode in particular. To investigate it more closely

would be well worth while; but we must leave that task to the

psychologists. What we must here takc into account ie the{act that

the material mode of speech is a part of ordinary linguistp usage,

and that it will continue to be frequently employcd, evef by our-

selves. Therefore it behoves us to Pay special attention to the

dangers connected with ite use.
Moet of the ordinary formulations tn the material mode of

spccch <lepend upon the use of universal words. Unioersal woils

oery casily lcad to pseudo-probhms; they appear to designate kinds

of objects, and thus make it natural to ask questions concerningthe

nature of objects of these kinds. For instance, philosophers from

antiquity to the present day have associated with the universal

word 'nunber' certain pseudo-problems which have led to the

most abstnrse inquiries and controversies. It has been asked, for

example, whether numbers are real or ideal objects, whether they
are extra-mental or only exist in the mind, whether they are the

creation of thought or independent of it, whether they are potential

or actual, whether real or fictitious. The question of the origin of

numbers has been raised, and has been found to be due to a division

of the self, to an original primitive intuition of duality in unity, and

so forth. Similarly, innumerable questions have been Put con-

cerning the nature oJ sltace anil time, not only by speculative meta-

physicians (r.rp to recent times), but also by many philosophen

whose epistemological theses' are ostensibly (as with Kant)

oriented in accordance with empirical science. As opposed to all

this, an inquiry which is free from metaphysics and concerned with

the logic of science can only have as its object the syntax of the

spatio-temporal expressions of the language of science, in the
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fofm, say, of an axiomatics of the space-time system of physics (as,
for instance, the researches of Reichenb ach lAxiomatlfr]). Further,
mention should be made of the many pseudo-problems concerning
the nature of the physical and the psychicaL Again, the pseudo-
questions concerning properties and relations and with them the
wholc controaersy ahout unioersals rests on the misleading use of
universal words. All pseudo-questions of this kind disappear if the
formal instead of the material mode of speech is used, that is, if in
the formulation of questions, instead of universal words (such as
'number', 'space', 'universal'), we employ the corresponding
syntactical words ('numerical expression', 'space-co-ordinate',
'predicate', etc.).

We have already met with a number of examples in which the
use of the material mode of speech leads to contradictions. The
dan{er of the occurrence of such contradictions is especially great
in the case of languages which are mutually transiatable, or, from
the standpoint of one language of science, of two sub-languages
between the sentences of which certain relations of equipollence
(not necessarily of L-equipollence) hold. This applies, for in-
stance, to the language of psychology and the language of physics.
If the material mode of speech is employed in relation to the psy-
chological language (by the use, for instance, of universal words
like 'the psychical', 'psyche', 'psychical process', 'mental pro-
cess', 'act ', 'experience', 'content of experience', ' intentional
object',and so on), and if,in the same investigation,it is also used
in ielation to the physical language (either the everyday language
or the scientific language), hopeless confusion frequently ensues.

The danger here indicated has been described by us in detail on
other occasions ([P]ys. Sprachef pp. 453 fr., [UnitA). Compare also
lPsychol.f p, 186, where attention is drawn to the obscurities which
arise from the use of the material mode of speech in the sentences
of a psychologist; further, seefPsychol.f p. r8r for the origin of a
pseudo-problem due to the material mode of speech. The examples
on p. 314 under I also belong in part here. On.the psycho-physical
problem, see p. 324.

From the earlier examples, which could easily be multiplied, it
is clear that the use of the material mode of speech often gives rise
to an obscurity, an ambiguity, which is manifested, for instance,
in the fact that essentially different translations into the formal
mode of speech are possible. fn more extreme cases, contradic-
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tions also appear. These contradictione are, however, frequently

not at all obvious, for the reason that the,coneeguences are not de-

rived by means of formal rules, but by\nean\ of material eon'
siderations, in which it is oftgr possible to avoid the trape that

one has set oneself by this dubious formulation. Evcn where no

contradictions or ambiguities occur, the use of the material modc
of speech has the disadvantage of leading easily to eelf-deception ao

regards the object under discussion: one believes that one is in'

vestigating certain objects and facts, whereae one ie, in rcality,
investigating their designations, i.e. words and sentcnce8.

$ 8t. Tnn ApnrrssIBILITy oF THE Merrn$l
Moor or SPEEoH )

Wc heve apoken of dangera and not of errors of ihc material

modc of rpce ch, The matcial modt of speech is not in itself enoneous;

it only readily lends itself to wrong uee. But if suitable definitions

and rules for thc material mode of speech are laid down and

eyrtematically applied, no obscurities or contradictions arise.

Since, however, the word-language is too irregular and too com-
plicated to be actually comprehended in a system of rules, one
must guard against the dangers of the material mode of speech as
it is ordinarily used in the word-language by keeping in mind the
p'eculiar character of its sentences. Especially when important

conclusions or philosophical problems are to be based on sentences
of the material mode of speech, it is wise to make sure of their
fieedom from ambiguity by translating them into the formal mode.

It is not by any means saggested that the material mode of speech
shouW be entire$t el:iminated. For since it is established in general

use, and is thus more readily understood, and is, moreover, often
shorter and more obvious than the formal mode, ifs use is fte'
Wentlry ettpedimt. Even in this book, and especially in this Part,

the material mode of speech has often been employed; here are
some examples:

Material mode of speech

54a. Philosophical questions
are sometimes concerned with
objects which do not occur in the
object-domain of the empirical

Formal modc of speech

S4b. In philosophical ques-
tions expressions sometimes oc-
cur which do not occur in the
languages of the sciences; for
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sciences. For example: the
thing-in-iteelf, the transcen-
dental, and the like (p. 278).

SSa. An object-question is
concerned, for instance, with the
properties of animals; on the
other hand, a logical question is
concerned with the sentences of
zoilogy (p. zZ8).

56a. I t  is just as easy to con-
struct sentences about the forms
of linguietic cxpressions as it is to
conEtruct Bentences about the
geometrical forms of geometrical
struptures (pp. z8z.f.).

example, the expressions : 'thing-
in-i tself ' , ' the transcendental ' ,
etc.

55 A. In an obj,ect-question,
predicates of the language of
zoology (designations of kinds of
animals) occur; on the other
hand, in a logical question, de-
signations of sentences of the
zoological language occur.

56b. It is just as easy to con-
struct sentences in which, as
predicates, syntactical predicates
occur, and, as arguments, syn-
tactical designations of expres-
sions, as it is to construct sen-
tences in which, as predicates,
predicates of the language of
(pure) geometry occur, and, as
arguments, object-designations
of the language of geometry.

ff a sentence of the material mode of speech is given, or, more
generally, a sentence which is not a genuine object-sentence, then
the translation into the formal mode of speech need not always be
undertaken, but it must always be possible. Translatability into the

formal mode of speech constitutes the touchstone for all philosophical
sentences, or, more generally, for all sentences which do not belong
to the language of any one of the empirical sciences. In in-
vestigating translatability, the ordinary use of language and the
definitions which may have been given by the author must be taken
into consideration. In order to find a translatiori, we attempt to
use, wherever a universal word occurs (such as 'number' or 'pro-
perty') the corresponding syntactical expression (such as'numeri-
cal expression' or'property-word', respectively). Sentences
which do not, at least to a certain extent, univocally determine their
translation are thereby shown to be ambiguous and obscure.
Sentences which do not give even a slight indication to determine
their translation are outside the realm of the language of science
and therefore incapable of discussion, no matter what depths or
heights of feeling they may stir. Let us give a few wariring ex-
amples of such sentences as they occur in the writings of our own
circle or in those of closely allied authors. The majority of readers


